Abstract-Given measured data generated by a discrete-time linear system, we propose a model consisting of a linear time-invariant system affected by norm-bounded perturbation. Under mild assumptions, the plants belonging to the resulting uncertain family form a convex set. The approach depends on two key parameters: an a priori given bound of the perturbation and the input used to generate the data. It turns out that the size of the uncertain family can be reduced by intersecting the model families obtained by making use of different inputs. The model validation problem in this identification scheme is analyzed. For a given energy level, the invalidation problem yields the family of those models which can never be invalidated for any possible input of fixed energy and any possible perturbation; this leads to the intersection of all uncertain families. A consequence of the invalidation problem is that for finite length measurements not all models can be invalidated, using fixed-energy inputs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robust control theory assumes the existence of a nominal plant together with uncertainty, often taken to be norm bounded. A number of approaches to system identification which attempt to fit this mold have been proposed in the past decade. One of these approaches belongs to the general category of set membership identification which aims at characterizing the membership set of the parameters consistent with the data, the model structure and the perturbation characteristics. Set membership identification including error bounded identification has been extensively studied in the literature; see, e.g., [4] , [5] , [7] , [8] , [14] - [17] , [28] , and [29] .
We propose an approach to robust identification which seeks to provide a nominal model together with a norm-bounded perturbation. More precisely, in this paper we propose an approach which can be cast into the set membership framework. It is assumed that measured input/output data is available, with some a priori knowledge, an upper bound , on the norm of the perturbation which affects the data. We assume that is such that the uncertainty in the model is convex and parametric; we will call this, the low-noise case. With these ingredients, an uncertain family of plants is obtained; this family is convex, in particular, it is an ellipsoid in parameter space. Consequently, it is given in terms of a linear fraction, the parameter being a contraction. This lends itself well to the application of robust control methods.
We formulate the invalidation problem in this identification scheme. For a given level of energy of the input and a bound on the perturbation, the invalidation problem yields the intersection of all uncertain families. Hence, it gives the models which can never be invalidated. A consequence of the invalidation problem is that for finite length measurements the intersection is never empty. Furthermore, the true model can never be invalidated with an input of finite energy, a known fact in identification is thus confirmed.
Our approach bears many resemblances with [18] . The main difference between the two papers consists in the assumption on the noise 
generated by a linear discrete-time dynamical system. In this paper we seek to model the data as generated by a linear, time-invariant, discrete-time system together with an additive signal perturbation. This implies that the data can be decomposed in the form:û = ut +ũt, y = y t +ỹ t where the data (u t ; y t ) is generated by a linear time-invariant system and (ũ t ;ỹ t ) is the perturbation. Consider a model which is compatible with (i.e., may have generated) the input-output data (u t ; y t )
for appropriate values of t, where denotes the forward shift operator, p() := p0 + p1 + 111+pm m , pi 2 , and q() := q0 + q1 + 1 1 1+ q n n , q i 2 , where m n, are two specified nonnegative integers. 
Equivalently, (2) can be written as a difference equation 
To guarantee that M has more columns than rows, without loss of generality we assume that N m + 2n + 1. It readily follows from the difference equation (4) that the coefficient vector x in (3) is in the left kernel of the data matrix M, i.e., x T M = 0. Motivated by this observation, we define the noisy data matrixM in a way similar to M. We will study the uncertain modeling problem for the case wherê
where M has a nontrivial left kernel and k1k 2 denotes the two-induced norm (the largest singular value). In our formulation, all coefficients (including the highest q n ) are allowed to vary. Later, we will show how to parameterize the family of uncertain models (denoted below by F) under the normalization constraint q n = 1.
We are now ready to describe the family of uncertain models consistent with the data records (1), the model structure (2) , and the perturbation characteristic (6) F := x 2 r ; x 6 = 0; 9 M; such that
Assume that a decomposition as in (6) This leads to an equivalent description of the model family F; see [30] for a proof 
where (x;M) is called the misfit function (see [3] ) between the uncertain model x andM.
Note that another description of the uncertain family F is to express it in terms of indefinite quadratic forms. It readily follows that Then, the normalized model family F1 can be expressed as follows:
The set E is called the uncertain parameter set. Thus the normalized uncertain model family F 1 is completely determined by the uncertain parameter set E. Next, we characterize the model family F1, or equivalently, the uncertain parameter set E by studying the quadratic inequality given in (8) . It turns out that under certain assumptions, E is an ellipsoid. Let M1 = T 6Z
T be the SVD ofM1 where 6 = diag(r01; . . . Proof: First, we note that by construction >1(M). Therefore, the assumption < 1 (M 1 ) yields 1 (M) < < 1 (M 1 ).
Using the Schur complement decomposition, we havê According to the interlacing eigenvalues theorem for bordered matrices, the smallest singular value 1 of the matrixM1 must be not bigger than the second smallest singular value 2 (M) ofM. Therefore, when 1 
and, hence, the inertia 1 of the Hermitian matrixMM has to be negative. This means that the set E is an ellipsoid [6] . The difference between the family F and F 1 is shown in Fig. 1 .
Thus while the former is a cone, the latter is the intersection of this cone with a hyperplane, which gives the ellipsoid E. Throughout this note, we assume that the uncertain model family under consideration is an ellipsoid as characterized by Corollary 4.
From the vectors i and c := 0A 01 b, we can define the polyno- 
iidi(z) ; kk 1:
Remark 5:
b) The semiaxis lengths i increase with increasing (upper bound on the norm of the perturbation). For a fixed the largest semiaxis length, or the radius of the ellipsoid is 1, is determined by the smallest singular value 1 ofM1. Moreover, the larger the smallest singular value, the smaller the radius of the ellipsoid.
c) In the case where 1 (M 1 ), the characterization of the uncertain family is nonconvex. In this note, we will concentrate on the case < 1 (M 1 ).
The consequences of the assumption < 1(M1) are as follows. The first implication is that the order of numerator and denominator have already been determined by preprocessing the data. The second implication is the exclusion of unmodeled dynamics. Consequently, models obtained exhibit parametric uncertainty. Finally, we would like to stress that this assumption does not impose any practical constraints on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measurement variables. A simple simulation illustrates this fact. The simple first order plant 01=(z + 1=2) is considered. For this model, several input-output data corrupted by additive noise are collected as follows: First, by modifying the norm of the noise, we varied the SNR between 1 and 5 by a step size of 0.02. For each SNR value, we have obtained 1000 data sets using an unit energy cosine input with random frequencies. The output is corrupted by additive white noise for every input-output data. Then, for each SNR value we have counted the number of cases in which the assumption < 1 (M 1 ) holds for the resulting 1000 data matricesM. Fig. 2 shows the percentage in which the assumption < 1(M1) holds as the SNR varies between 1 and 5. As you can see from the figure, for SNR > 2, the assumption holds more than 99% of the simulations and for SNR 3.5, the assumption holds all the time. SNR = 2 is indeed a very small value. In practice, we expect larger SNR values. Hence, we conclude that the assumption < 1(M1) is not restrictive and our identification scheme applies smoothly in most of the cases. To see what the resulting uncertain families are for both < 1(M1) and 1(M1), three different inputs are used: a sinusoidal input (whose frequency is optimal according to [2] ), an impulse, and an exponential (with exponent 0.95). White Gaussian noise is added at the output; the SNR is SNR = 3/2 and SNR = 10. Six uncertain families result, see Fig. 3 , five are ellipses, i.e., < 1 (M 1 ), and one is a hyperbola (the exponential with SNR = 3/2), because it violates the assumption on . Thus the uncertain families for SNR = 3/2 are much bigger than those corresponding to higher SNR. Notice also that the true plant is the point (01, 01/2) on Fig. 3. d) The transfer function (9) is a linear fraction in the parameters i , i.e., i appear linearly in the numerator and denominator.
e) Many algorithms have been developed to characterize the set E exactly or approximately under the assumption that the measurements are affected by bounded noise. These methods are known as error-bounded estimation. For details, see [4] , [5] , and [14] - [17] . f) One can determine the uncertain model family corresponding to multiple sets of data. Let the sets of input-output data The strategy of intersecting the model families has the advantage that it reduces the size of the uncertain model family. However, the membership set corresponding to multiple sets of data, although still convex, is no longer described in a simple way. To remedy this situation, one usually approximates the membership set by an ellipsoid in some optimal sense. In our case, the membership set is an ellipsoid for every set of data. Therefore, the membership set corresponding to multiple sets of data is in effect the intersection of several ellipsoids. Efficient algorithms have been developed [6] , [22] for computing various suboptimal outer approximations of the intersection of ellipsoids, by formulating the problem as a convex optimization problem with linear matrix inequality (LMI) constraints. g) Robust Stability: The goal is to find a controller which simultaneously stabilizes the uncertain model family. The uncertain plant is given by (9) , where is a real parameter uncertainty.
From (9), the transfer function of every model in the family F1
can be expressed compactly in the form
whereM ,Ñ ,M , andÑ are all known stable transfer functions (the first two are scalar, and the last two are column vectors of size r 0 1). Furthermore,M andÑ are assumed to be coprime, and is a real contractive vector of size r 0 1, representing the uncertainty. The uncertain plants with linear fractional transfer function G (z) can be represented as in Fig. 4 , where the transfer function
has size r 2 2. Using the ideas first developed in [1] , and subsequently used in [19] , all controllers that simultaneously stabilize the uncertain model family, can be obtained by solving a quasi-convex optimization problem.
III. ANALYSIS OF MODEL VALIDATION AND CONSISTENCY
The problems of consistency and model validation have been studied extensively starting with Ljung's book [11] . Given a validation data set Z and a model G, the validation problem is to devise a test by which we may falsify the model G using the data Z, i.e., to say that it is not possible to assume that the validation data have been generated by the model. However, since we have a different framework, these issues need to be reexamined. Our identification method asserts that given a level of misfit and an input u, all models x with misfit [see (7)] satisfying (x;M) are invalidated. This problem is consistent with the validation problem in the identification literature; given a validation dataM, we try to falsify the model x using the validation test (x;M) . In light of the above remark on the misfit, the issue of consistency in our framework can be stated as follows: Given a certain model described by the model parameter x (3), does there exist an input function u such that this model is invalidated, i.e., such that (x;M) ? Given a certain energy level of the input, this question amounts to applying the validation test using the union of all possible data sets as the validation data. We go one step further and based on the final statement on the issue of consistency, state the invalidation problem as follows. What is the family of models which can never be invalidated for any possible input of given energy and any perturbation; in other words, what is the intersection of the ellipsoids obtained by letting u vary over all possible input sequences of fixed length and, possibly, fixed energy? This is equivalent to applying the validation test to all possible models using the union of all possible data sets. Hence, even though the final statement of the validation problem seems different from the classical validation problem, the origin of the problem is the same. Later, we will address the issues of consistency and validation for our framework. Throughout this section, we denote the true model by x0. We will assume for simplicity that the system is relaxed, i.e., y t = u t = 0 for t < 0; and that the input is noise-free, i.e.,Ũ = 0. The assumption that the system is relaxed yields y0 = y1 = 1 1 1 = yn0m01 = 0. So, we begin the observations at the (n 0 m)th time step. Hence the data matrix M can be written as M = u 0 M 0 + u 1 M 1 + 111+ u N0n+m M N0n+m where all Mi are constant matrices given in terms of x0 (in particular M k = k M 0 , where is an appropriate shift by one column). Furthermore, from (5) and (6) followsM =ỹ n0mM0 +ỹ n0m+1M1 + 1 11 +ỹNMN . Note that while M depend on both x0 and ut,M depends on onlyỹ t . It is easy to show that there exist matrices L and L n such that x T M = uL(x 0 ; x) and x TM = nL n (x) and, therefore, x TM = uL(x0; x) + nLn(x) where L(x0; x) and Ln(x) 2 L(x 0 ; x) represents the part of (x;M) which is due to the mismatch between x 0 and x; and L n (x) represents the part of (x;M) which is due to the additive noise.
Equality x T M = uL(x 0 ; x) and the fact that the null space of M has dimension one (which is a consequence of the assumption that < 1(M1) imply that L(x0; x) has full rank for any given x where x 6 = x 0 ; moreover L(x 0 ; x 0 ) = 0.
A. Invalidation Problem
In the invalidation problem, we compute the models x which cannot be invalidated for any possible input sequences u and the noise sequences n, i.e., we find the models x which belong to the intersection of all possible ellipsoids. Hence, we compute the family B := x: x;M < 8 u; n s.t. kuk andM < :
The following optimization problem results:
b is less than kxk, the given model x belongs to B. The family S 1 = fn: such that kMk < g is convex in n. Hence, the maximization problem (10) is a quadratic optimization problem with a quadratic constraint in u and a convex constraint n. Many authors have examined the optimization of a quadratic function. Without the constraint in n, i.e., kMk < , the problem is simply the maximization of a quadratic on the ball and its solution is given by [20] . However, with the addition of the second constraint the problem becomes harder and has not been examined yet. In general only necessary or sufficient conditions exits [24] , and the complete solutions have been obtained only for some special cases [10] , [12] , [13] , [23] , [25] . Recently, Ye and Zhang [27] solved the problem of maximizing a homogeneous quadratic function subject to homogeneous quadratic constraints by using semidefinite relaxation. The purpose of this section is to relax the problem (10) and put it into the framework of [27] . Basically, we replace the family S 1 with an inner and outer ellipsoid, and; thus obtain a lower and upper bound for # 3 b . Some other recent results on quadratic optimization can be found in [9] , [21] , [26] , [31] , and the references therein.
Lower Bound for # 3 b : To obtain a lower bound for # 3 b , we determine homogeneous ellipsoid Ein = fn: nJinn T 2 g contained in S1, i.e., E in S 1 . To compute E in , we proceed as follows. The perturbation matrixM is given by (5) (11) is in the framework of [27] and # 3 in can be computed using the tools of [27] as follows. We note
This observation immediately yields the so-called semidefinite programming relaxation (SDP) of (11) by dropping the rank condition maximize trace(Q 0 X) subject to trace(Q1X) 2 trace(Q 2 X) 2 and X 0:
The solution of (12) can be found using the LMI tool-box or semidefinite programming solvers. Ye and Zhang [27] proved that the SDP relaxation of (11) admits no gap and the maximum of (12) is the same as the maximum of (11). For more details on the solution of (11), we refer the reader to [27] . Fig. 5 shows the families B 1 and B 2 for a first-order system G(z) = 4=(z 0 0:9) with = 0:05 and = 1. The family B lies between the families B1 and B2. Fig. 5 reveals that none of the families in B2 can be invalidated for any noise sequences and any input of unit energy.
On the other hand, for every model x outside B 1 , there exists an input function u with kuk 1 and a noise sequence n with kMk < , so that x is invalidated.
Proposition 6: If 6 = 0, for inputs of fixed (finite) energy, for finite length measurements N < 1, the family B includes x0. Furthermore a neighborhood of models of x 0 is also included in B for inputs of given energy level.
Proof: Recall that L(x0; x0) = 0. Since knLnk < kxk, we obtain max u;n kuL(x 0 ; x 0 ) + nL n k = max n knL n k < kxk. Hence, the true model can never be invalidated. Therefore, x 0 2 B. This proves that B is never empty. To prove the second part, we proceed as follows. Let x be the given model, which is close enough to the true model x 0 , so that kL(x 0 ; x)k = x is a small number. It simply follows that max u;n kuL + nL n k kuk x + knL n k. Define := kxk 0 knLnk > 0. Since kuk is finite, we can always find a model x which is arbitrarily close to the true model x 0 so that x < =kuk, and consequently x cannot be invalidated, i.e., x 2 B.
This completes the proof.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this note, we propose a method to model sets of measured data by means of a linear time-invariant system together with a norm-bounded perturbation. An important conclusion is that intersection of model families obtained for different input functions, provide a straightforward way of reducing the uncertainty. The issue of model validation in this framework is also addressed. It follows that for finite length measurements there is a family of plants centered around the true plant, whose members cannot be invalidated for any noise sequences using inputs of fixed energy.
